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Abstract—As many online systems rely on user ratings for making decisions such as recommendations, the quality of such rating scores are increasingly important. On the other hand, users interact with each other via online communities. How such interactions affect the trueness of their ratings? Can we obtain the true rating scores that exclude the influences among users? This paper presents a conceptual framework that characterizes the influences on quality of services among users, and an algorithm that estimates the true rating scores by minimizing the influence among users. In other words, the influence on users’ ratings due to their interactions is minimized so as to obtain the more accurate rating scores. The proposed approach has been validated by experimenting on real data sets. The results of the experiments have demonstrated that our approach is capable of estimating true ratings.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Relying on ratings by users is a very common approach to assessing quality of online services [14,15]. With the proliferation of online services, the estimation of such accurate ratings has become a critical issue for service providers[16]. In reality, users can easily share their opinions or experience of using a service and purchasing a product with other community members who have no direct experience with them.

As we know, mutual reinforcement takes place among hyperlinks [6, 8]. The Web is evolving into Web 2.0, which is saliently characterized by facilitating collaboration and sharing information between users in an unprecedented way. Web 2.0 provides both the hyperlinks of Web pages and a platform in which users are able to interact with each other. Not only is useful the hyperlinks, but user interactions are also informative. The members of an online user community can interact with each other in various ways such as reading, commenting, posting, and discussing ratings. As a result, information and influence are spread among its members. Approaches that incorporate social influence into recommender systems or online marketing in E-commerce are capable of improving the performance. They, however, focus on the influence on recommending products. It seems to be increasingly important to improve the accuracy of estimating the ratings scores of services by measuring online social influence. In a word, link analysis ranking makes use of the hyperlink relations among Web pages, while Web 2.0 makes it possible to exploit the interactive information among a set of users in order to indirectly quantify the quality of services. In this paper, our focus is to explore the extent to which user ratings are affected by their peers from the same online community.

The basic idea of our approaches is to employ indirect computations. Relying on a user social network, the indirect approach makes use of the influence mechanism so as to indirectly measure the quality of services. In order to obtain the true rating score of a service, we take into consideration the influence between users with respect to their evaluations on services.

To the best of our knowledge, this is the first work on integrating social influence on user ratings into measurement in social networks for estimating the true quality of services. In particular, the contributions of this research are twofold.

—We describe a new conceptual model that characterizes the influence among users on rating the quality of a service.

—We present an approach to compute user influences on ratings and quality scores of services, together with the experiment results.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Related work is given in the following section. A conceptual model for services is presented in Section 3. Section 4 presents the preliminaries and the algorithms for computing the true ratings of services, followed by reporting experiments in Section 5. Section 6 concludes this paper.

II. RELATED WORK

In this section, we review the relevant literatures on influences in online communities and estimations of QoS parameters, as well as compare our algorithm with other relevant ones.

The recent proliferation of online networks has aroused much research interests in computer science. Roughly, there are two categories of relevant research on online networks. One area is in characterizing an online community itself and its members, such as discovery of communities [2, 4, 9], community evolution [7], and pattern mining in network data. The interests of users within a social network are inferred using social neighbors [12]. Modeling the dynamics and topic dependency of social influence, Tang et al. [11] measures the topic-level social influence on large-scale networks.

Building upon social influence and correlation in online communities, the improvement on the quality of services or recommendations is the second area. Social network researchers
have extensively studied social influence and correlation among people's behavior. Researchers in computer sciences are recently interested in exploring these issues under the context of online communities [3, 11]. As an example, [1] studies the correlation between social similarity and influence. The correlation in online social networks is reported in [36]. Lots of research attempt to model the social influence so as to describe how such influences are spread in a network.

E-commerce such as recommender systems takes advantage of the social influence between consumers to increase sales by recommending products. Such systems build predictions based on the behavior and opinions of others who share similar behaviors and opinions. The similarity among user ratings is leveraged to improve product items recommendation. The trust-based approach to recommendation has emerged [13], with the advent of online social networks. Relying on a trust network, recommendations on purchasing produces to a user are made on basis of the ratings by those users who are directly or indirectly trusted by this particular user.

Existing approaches count on user ratings without considering the influence in the course of giving ratings. Our approach reported in this paper attempts to quantify user influence as a result of user interactions over rating services. We focus on examining influence impact on rating services, rather than recommending products.

III. CONCEPTUAL MODEL

In this section, we present a conceptual model on how to influence rating the quality of a service among users.

The way of scoring services takes advantage of the fact that the Web offers a rich context of implicit information. Such information is expressed through interactions between users in Web 2.0. In order to model online interactive groups, we introduce the concept of a Web social graph (WSG), which is treated as a graph. A node in the graph represents a user while an edge in a WSG indicates the influential relations between users with respect to a service. Such typical relations include collaborations, sharing, and hyperlinks. In fact, a WSG is an online community in which a number of end users are able to share their experience through the use of a particular service.

The propagation within the a WSG is called influence propagation, meaning that a set of users in a WSG influence each other on scoring a service. A user interacts with others from the same WSG. Such interactions can happen in different forms such as reading, posting, and commenting on reviews. Users may share their personal experiences on the use of a service by writing reviews, and chatting about it among their trusted peers. All these interactions impose indirect influence on users' rating decisions. Furthermore, users may directly exchange their opinions on ratings. In some cases, a number of ratings are already available before a user is required to rate a service. The simple observation of these existing ratings may affect the user's rating. In brief, the rating of a user may be affected by others, during social interactions, in a way that users' opinions and evaluations are propagated via a WSG. Existing ratings exert an influence on ratings by subsequent users.

The framework for the propagation approach is illustrated in Fig. 1. There are two layers, namely a user-user layer and a service-service layer. Recall that a node in the two layers represents a human user and a service, respectively. Each link between two human users indicates the interactions between them with respect to rating services. Note that an edge in a user-user WSG indicates two-way interactions between two users. A user in a user-user WSG may be associated with the two layers. Some service providers are rated by a number of human users in a user-user WSG, such as the s2 in Fig. 1. In other words, an interlayer link between two layers, shown as the dotted line, is formed to associate a particular service with end-users who have already used it. For illustration, the quality of s1 in Fig. 1 is enhanced by the fact that both s2 and s3 invoke its service. The three users denoted as u1, u2, and u3 are part of the user-user WSG where they influence each other in terms of assessing s2. We assume that users u2 and u3 have already provided the rating scores to s2 before user u1 rates it. In order to rate s2, user u1 may observe the existing scores, and discuss this with users u2 and u3. As a consequence, all these interactions will influence user u1's rating on s2. In the following section, we will present a detailed model by which to calculate how much the influence is.

In summary, we conduct the influence propagation within a user-user WSG. By doing so, the scores of services are adjusted or computed.

This framework not only serves as the idea of the overall approach, but also helps to identify and tie together the theoretical aspect of this research.
IV. COMPUTATION APPROACH

A. Preliminaries

In this section, we provide several definitions that are used for describing our approach and algorithms in the following section.

We rephrase the Web Social Graph in a formal way, which was introduced in Section 4.

Definition 1 (Web Social Graph (WSG)): a multiple-attribute graph \( G = (V, E) \) modeling a Web community. It is either a user network where a number of users interact with each other in evaluating a set of services, or a service network where a number of service providers are connected to form a service supply chain. In the graph, \( V \) is a set of users, and \( E \) is a set of edges. An edge is built between nodes \( i \) and \( j \), if user \( i \) is associated with user \( j \) regarding rating a service

We formalize the propagation problems in the following. The propagation computation model consists of three sets of different entities: a set of services, a set of users, and \( E \) is a set of edges. An edge is built between nodes \( i \) and \( j \), if user \( i \) is associated with user \( j \) regarding rating a service

We formalize the propagation problems in the following. The propagation computation model consists of three sets of different entities: a set of services, a set of users, and \( E \) is a set of edges. An edge is built between nodes \( i \) and \( j \), if user \( i \) is associated with user \( j \) regarding rating a service

We show relationships between these sets of entities. There is a function of \( M: R \rightarrow WS \) that maps each rating \( r \) to a unique service, i.e., \( ws_r = M(r) \); an authorship function of \( A: R \rightarrow U \) that maps each rating \( r \) to a unique user, i.e., \( u = A(r) \). Except for these functions, there is a relation of \( UWG \subset U \times U \) that defines the social network relations between users. We model a user social network relation as a weighted graph of \( UWG \) with an influence matrix \( U = \{u_{ij}\} \), where \( u_{ij} \) is the degree of influence between users \( i \) to \( j \) in terms of rating services. We formalize the problems in the following.

Definition 2 (Problem of measuring rating influence on services): Given a user-user WSG with a set of users \( U \), a set of ratings \( R \) (observed scores) on a service, and the influence matrix \( U \) (constructed from user history rating data), we need to derive true scores of user ratings by reducing the amount of influence among ratings in \( R \) on this particular service.

In this following, we present our approach that computes the true score of a service in accordance with the concept model described in the previous section.

B. Algorithm

In a user-user WSG community, a number of users influence each other with respect to their assessment on a service. It is likely that a user has not used a service, thereby having no way of rating the service. If other peers in a community have already consumed this service, then their evaluations make it possible that the user who has not used the service indirectly evaluates it. In essence, the relations among a group of users enable us to compute the rating of a service in an indirect way. The existing evaluations are propagated within the community.

The common approach to scoring the quality of a service is to average user ratings as the score of this service. This straightforward approach does not take into account the interactions between users during their evaluations.

As mentioned before, the basic idea of influence propagation is that the evaluation of a service by a user is influenced by existing evaluations of other users within the same user-user WSG. The key issue is how to quantify the extent of the influence on affecting a user’s rating on a service. The strength of such an influence between users depends on the score discrepancy, as well as on how easily the user is influenced by her peers. It should be proportional to their score difference when the difference is relatively small. As the score discrepancy is getting large, the influence is diminishing or even becoming zero. In other words, after reaching a peak when the score discrepancy is a critical one, the influence could be decreased gradually. As such, our model incorporates all these nonlinear coupling with users, which acts to bring rating scores closer together.

In our model, the rating of an individual user on a particular attribute of a service is shaped by two factors (1) a linear difference, which tends to make the rating towards the true value of the attribute that captures the inherent characteristics of the service; and (2) a nonlinear coupling with other individual users, which increase or decrease the affect as a result of the score difference. The strength of the influence between two users is nonlinearly in proportion to the difference between their initial rating scores. An observed score consists of two components: the true score, and influenced score. A true score is a rating given by a user who was not affected by other users. It is based on the user’s own experience with the use of a service. Using user past interactive historical data in a community, we estimate the interesting true score of a user’s rating on a service from observed scores by excluding the influenced score.

Given a user-user WSG with the number of users with respect to scoring a service, the observed scores of users \( j \) and \( i \) are \( w_j \) and \( w_i \), respectively, in which \( w_i \) contains the component of the influenced score. This is because a number of \( w_j \) is available before a user gives score \( w_i \). Suppose that the true rating given by user \( i \) is \( x_i \). According the two above factors contributing to a user rating, the average degree of the rating score of user \( i \) affected by her neighbor users can be modeled as:

\[
\frac{1}{|N_i|} \sum_{j \in N_i} \eta_{ij} (w_j - x_i) \exp \left(-\frac{(w_j - x_i)^2}{2\delta^2}\right) \tag{1}
\]

The error between the true score \( x_i \) and observed scores is a cost function of \( x_i \):

\[
f(x_i) = \frac{1}{2} (x_i + \frac{1}{|N_i|} \sum_{j \in N_i} \eta_{ij} (w_j - x_i) \exp \left(-\frac{(w_j - x_i)^2}{2\delta^2}\right) - w_j)^2 \tag{2}
\]

In Eq.(2), we have

- \( x_i \): A true score of the attribute vector of a service by user \( i \),
- \( w_j \): A component score of the attribute vector of a service by user \( j \),
- \( N_i \): A neighborhood set of user \( i \) in a user-user WSG,
- \( \eta_{ij} \): The strength of the influence of user \( j \) upon user \( i \) on the ratings, and
In order to estimate the true score, we minimize the error of Eq.(3) with respect to $x_i$:

$$\text{Minimize } f(x_i) \quad \text{s.t. } 0 \leq x_i \leq 1 \quad (3)$$

The coupling strength $\eta_{ij}$ can be considered to be the product of two factors: the interaction rate at which $j$ sends persuasive messages to $i$, and the regard of $i$ for $j$ that accounts for how susceptible $i$ is to influence from $j$ due to factors such as $j$’s perceived credibility on the issue of evaluation of a service.

We can control the bandwidth to embed prior knowledge about a user. For example, we might treat a particular user who is difficult to accept other’s opinions by changing the corresponding $2\delta_i^2$.

With the gradient of Eq.(2) given in Eq.(4), we can solve Eq.(4) using the gradient descent technique.

$$\frac{df(x_i)}{dx_i} = (x_i + \eta_{ij}(w_j - x_i) \exp\left(-\frac{(w_j - x_i)^2}{2\delta_i^2}\right) - w_j) \times \left(1 - \eta_{ij}\exp\left(-\frac{(w_j - x_i)^2}{2\delta_i^2}\right) + \eta_{ij}\frac{(w_j - x_i)^2}{\delta_i^2}\exp\left(-\frac{(w_j - x_i)^2}{2\delta_i^2}\right)\right)$$

$$= (x_i - w_i + \eta_{ij}(w_j - x_i) \exp\left(-\frac{(w_j - x_i)^2}{2\delta_i^2}\right) \times (1 + \eta_{ij}\frac{(w_j - x_i)^2}{\delta_i^2}\exp\left(-\frac{(w_j - x_i)^2}{2\delta_i^2}\right))$$

The solution to Eq.(4) is the estimation of the true score given by user $i$ that eliminates the influences from other users.

Using an influence function $l(i)$ that quantifies the influence strengths on user $i$ by all other users, we have:

$$w_i = \text{aggr}(w_i, \text{aggr}(l(i))) \quad (5)$$

where the first aggr function combines the original rating by user $i$ ($w_i$) into the amount of the influence she receives ($\text{aggr}(l(i))$), and the second aggr aggregates the individual influence by all other users. The benefits of using the influence function are of two fold. First, we are able to choose other aggregation functions by which to accumulate the influences from others. Second, two aggregation functions can be different. A simple weighted average function is employed in Eq.(1).

The last question is how to acquire the values of $\eta_{ij}$ in Eq.(1).

Based on the similarities of the ratings, we generate a user-user WSG with $\eta_{ij}$ as the weights of the edges from user past rating data (no edges for two users who have no common rating items).

We cannot directly measure user interactions, and exchange opinion on evaluating a service. However, we can make an assumption that the more similar two users’ scores on rating a service, the more likely the users influence each other. At the same time, the number of services both of two users have rated is also an indicator of their interaction. As such, we combine the Jaccard coefficient into the cosine similarity metric:

$$\eta_{ij} = \frac{1}{|S_i \cup S_j|} \sum_{l,j \in S_i \cap S_j} \frac{w_i^lw_j^l}{|w_i^l||w_j^l|} \quad (6)$$

where $S_i$ and $S_j$ are a set of services rated by users $i$ and $j$, respectively. The vectors of $w_i$ and $w_j$ are the respective score vector of services rated by both users $i$ and $j$.

We present our algorithm called UIP that calculates the user influence propagation on scoring services.

**UIP Algorithm**

**Input:** a current user-service rating matrix $R$, a past user-service rating matrix $M$, and the parameter $2\delta^2$.

**Output:** the estimated true scores of the services by users in $R$.

Generate a user-user matrix $U = [u_{ij}]$ from the matrix $M$ where $u_{ij} = \eta_{ij} \text{ according to Eq. (6)}$ for each service $s$ in $R$.

for each user $i$ in $R$

find her neighbor set $N_i$

obtain the observed scores of user $i$ and user $j \in N_i$ from $R$, and $w_{ij}$ from $U$

solve Eq. (3), and find the true score of user $i$ on rating service $s$

end

In the current user-service rating matrix $R$, and the past user-service rating matrix $M$, their rows indicate different users, while their columns refer to different items, the element $(i,j)$, for example, is a normalized rating score on item $j$ given by user $i$. The element $(i,j)$ of the user-user matrix $U$, which is a representation of the user-user WSG, is $\eta_{ij}$, namely $u_{ij} = \eta_{ij}$, reflecting the connection degree of the two users.

The time complexity of the UIP algorithm is $O(mlk)$ where $m$ is the number of services, $l$ the number of users, and $k$ the number of 1-nearest neighbors of users.

We have presented the approaches to calculating the scores of different kinds of attributes.

We have presented the approach that computes the scores of the two attribute types of services; the approach relies on a Web social network. Normally, a service with a high score computed by the aggregation approach should receive a good rating from users using the propagation approach. In other words, the two aspects of a service should be highly related to each other, although each evaluation focuses on different perspectives.

**V. Experiments**

In this section, we describe several experiments for validating our algorithms that estimate the true scores of services. The experiments consist of two parts. The first part applied different aggregation functions to the same dataset. The second one evaluates the UIP algorithm.
We implemented the UIP algorithm. The experiments were conducted on a machine with 2 quad core 3 GHz CPUs, 32 GB RAM, and the Red Hat Linux system.

C. Evaluation metric

Before describing the experiments, we need to choose an evaluation metric that is able to capture the diversity of a number of user rating scores on a service. Using the normalized Shannon entropy that is commonly used in the literature, we quantify the rating diversity of an individual service $i$ as

$$D(i) = \sum_{p} p \log_2(p) \over \log_2(k)$$

(7)

where $k$ is the number of ratings on service $i$, and $p$ is the probability of a possible rating scale. High diversity scores imply that users’ opinions on evaluating a service are diverse. If all user ratings on SERVICE $i$ are the same, then $D(i)=0$. In contrast, we have $D(i)=1$ if all ratings are different.

D. Dataset

We use the widely cited dataset of epinions instead (http://www.trustlet.org/wiki/Extended_Epinions_dataset). Although no datasets on user ratings of services are currently available for general use, we believe that the rating scores on items in epinions are similar to those on services. Using the first part of UIP algorithm, we are able to construct a user-user WSG with 49289 users. Two users are connected to each other in the graph only if they rate at least one common item. The $\eta_{ij}$ weight of their edge connecting them is equal to the similar score calculated by Eq.(6).

The statistics of the generated graph includes the max degree (1-nn, the number of incident edges) of 322, average degree of 1.5158, and the variance of the degrees of 15.8736.

E. Experiment procedure and results

The experimental procedure is as follows. We test the UIP algorithm against every item of 139738 items in total in the dataset. Each test on each item is done using the four respective aggregation functions of average, max, min, and product that aggregate the influence on each user’s rating from others. For each item, the algorithm thereby produces the four lists of true scores corresponding to a number of users who have rated this particular item. We then calculate the entropies of the four true score lists and the observed score list, as well as the correlation coefficients between them. Due to the limited space, part of resulting data is listed in Table 1.

Part of resulting data of the dataset using the UIP algorithm by using the ave, max, min, and prod. functions to aggregate the influence from others on a particular user’s rating. The diversities of the rating score before and after the adjustments are listed with respect to different aggregation functions.

We note that 18844 (57.14%) among 32978 observed scores are bigger than their corresponding true scores. The mean of the entropies of the observed scores for all items is $\frac{1}{32978} \sum \Sigma_i D(i) = 0.6607$, with the variance of 0.0385, while that of their true scores is 0.6233 with the variance of 0.0571. The variance among the observed scores is obviously reduced. This is consistent with the intuition that user ratings reach the consensus equilibrium after their interactions. We further validate this in the following.

For comparison, the entropies of observed scores on all items are ranked in ascending order, and the entropies of their corresponding true scores are accordingly repositioned in the lists. The results on 139738 items including part of data in Table 1 are illustrated in Fig.2.

![Fig.2. Entropies of resulting scores on 139738 items using aggregation functions of average, max, min, and product.](image-url)

Having observed Fig.2, we can reach two conclusions regardless of which aggregation function is employed.

1) All vertical lines that show the entropies of true scores are positioned above the curves of the entropies of observed scores. In other words, the normalized entropy of true scores of each item is bigger than that of its corresponding observed scores. This means that true scores have more diversity than their observed scores. The reason for this is that users’ ratings converge to a consensus by reducing discord after user interactions; and
**Table 1**

Part of resulting data of the dataset using the UIP algorithm by using the Ave, Max, Min, and Prod. functions to aggregate the influence from others on a particular user’s rating. The diversities of the rating score before and after the adjustments are listed with respect to different aggregation functions.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item Index (i)</th>
<th># 1-NN</th>
<th>Running Time (sec.)</th>
<th>Rating diversity $D(i)$</th>
<th>Correlation (O and T)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Observed Scores (O)</td>
<td>True scores (T)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>0.1251</td>
<td>0.4935</td>
<td>0.6182</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>47</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>0.1376</td>
<td>0.4588</td>
<td>0.5733</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>61</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>0.4832</td>
<td>0.2316</td>
<td>0.3436</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>78</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>0.0734</td>
<td>0.6230</td>
<td>0.7632</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>187</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>0.3220</td>
<td>0.3670</td>
<td>0.4081</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>233</td>
<td>98</td>
<td>0.9038</td>
<td>0.2868</td>
<td>0.3016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>252</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>0.0753</td>
<td>0.6495</td>
<td>0.8333</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>309</td>
<td>162</td>
<td>1.6221</td>
<td>0.1492</td>
<td>0.1806</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>358</td>
<td>140</td>
<td>1.5260</td>
<td>0.1947</td>
<td>0.2377</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>361</td>
<td>57</td>
<td>0.4514</td>
<td>0.1910</td>
<td>0.2160</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>107721</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0.0447</td>
<td>0.6555</td>
<td>1.0000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>108268</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>0.0558</td>
<td>0.7421</td>
<td>0.8710</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>126687</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>0.0504</td>
<td>0.7421</td>
<td>0.8710</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>128127</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>0.0559</td>
<td>0.5645</td>
<td>0.6934</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>136215</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0.0550</td>
<td>0.4056</td>
<td>0.7500</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2) On average, the adjusted (observed) ratings do not deviate from their original (true) ratings too far. The respective true scores by using four aggregation functions are strongly correlated with the observed scores (the coefficients listed in the last four columns in Table 1). This implies that despite of being affected by their peers’ opinions, to some extent users still insist on their own evaluations. It is the presence of this self-bias force that prevents the users from coming to exact agreement.

In brief, user ratings on an item may begin with much disagreement. After reading other comments, discussing, or reading others’ ratings, users may adjust their true ratings. Due to this, the true ratings evolve toward clusters of homogeneous ratings as the observed ones.

**F. Effects of parameters**

In the following, we examine to what extent the size of the kernel width $2\delta^2$ in Eq.(2) affects the true scores found. For this purpose, we systematically vary the kernel size such that the algorithm can produce a true score from its lower bound to the upper bound. For each size of the kernel width, the UIP algorithm outputs a true score of a user rating on an item using the average aggregation of all influences from other users. The experimental data is plotted in Fig.3.

From Fig.3, we can make an interesting observation. All three curves show nearly flat lines in their middle parts. Examining Eq.(2), we know that the model is approximately linear, if all score differences $w_j - w_i$ from a user’s influence set are all small compared with the latitudes of the kernel width $2\delta^2$. It is this reason why Fig.3 shows the “flat” plateau. Furthermore, we deduce that the difference reaches a peak when the score difference $w_j - w_i$ is equal to $2\delta^2$.

**G. Running time**

We run the UIP algorithm against the varied sizes of users with different items. The running time is averaged over three runs of the algorithms. Parts of running time data with respect to the number of neighbors are listed in the third column in Table 1, as illustrated in Fig.4. Fig.4 shows some curves. This may result from the diverse sizes of the nearest neighbors of each item, and users have varying degrees of influence in a social network.

As we know, social influence results in the deviation from users’ original ratings. The experiments have demonstrated that the UIP algorithm is able to find the true scores of user ratings from the observed scores. After obtaining these true scores, we will use them to further obtain the final scores of services.
In this section, we have presented our approach to computing scores of services accurately. This accuracy has been achieved by the following way: our approach uses the adjusted true scores of human user ratings, which, by removing influenced scores, can reflect users’ original evaluations more accurately than observed scores; The estimated scores therefore accurately capture the inherent qualities of the services.

V. CONCLUSION

The proliferation of services unavoidably leads to competition among the large numbers of services that offer similar functions. User rating scores are commonly used as a key metric in distinguishing between competing services. Therefore, it is important to accurately estimate rating scores by minimizing the user influence.

In this paper, we have presented a conceptual model that describes user influences on rating of services. Based on this model, the algorithm of UIP has been presented. Considering the influence impact on ratings among users within an online community, the UIP algorithm computes users’ true rating scores of services. The proposed approach takes advantage of the evaluations from the communities of human users, in order to estimate true rating scores. As such, it is capable of estimating scores of services accurately. This has also been validated by the experiments.
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